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The natural definition of orthogonality of elements of an abstract Euclid-

ean space is that x Xy if and only if the inner product (x, y) is zero. Two

definitions have been given [ll](2) which are equivalent to this and can be

generalized to normed linear spaces, preserving the property that every two-

dimensional linear subset contain nonzero orthogonal elements. The definition

which will be used here (Definition 1.2) has the added advantage of being

closely related to the theories of linear functionals and hyperplanes. The the-

ory and applications of this orthogonality have been organized in the follow-

ing sections, which are briefly outlined:

1. Fundamental definitions. An element x is orthogonal to an element y if

and only if ||#+éy|| è||*|| for all k. This orthogonality is homogeneous, but is

neither symmetric nor additive.

2. Existence of orthogonal elements. An element x of a normed linear space

is orthogonal to at least one hyperplane through the origin, while for elements

x and y there is at least one number a for which ax+y A-X or ||ax+y|| is mini-

mum (Theorems 2.2-2.3).

3. Orthogonality in general normed linear spaces. The limits N±(x; y)

= + limn^±0O||wa;+y|| — ||wx|| =limA^±0[||x+Äy|| — ||x|| ] /h exist and satisfy weak-

ened linearity conditions. Also, x A-ax+y if and only if N~(x; y)g—a||x||

^N+(x; y), while N+(y; x) =0 for all nonzero x and y satisfying N+(x; y) =0

if and only if orthogonality is symmetric and N-(x; y) =N+(x; y) (Theorems

3.2 and 3.5).
4. Types of uniqueness of orthogonality. An element x oî a normed linear

space is orthogonal to only one hyperplane through the origin if and only if

orthogonality is additive, or if and only if the norm is Gateaux differentiable

(Theorems 4.1-4.2). The space is strictly convex if and only if there is a unique

number a for which ax+y JLx (Theorem 4.3).

5. Hyperplanes and linear functionals. Conditions for orthogonality can be

given in terms of hyperplanes,  while  there is a unique number a with

Xo Yaxo+y if and only if there is a unique linear functional/ with ||/||=1

and/(x0) =||*o||, or if and only if the sphere ||jc|| á||#o|| has a tangent hyper-
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plane at x0 (Theorem 5.3)—there being analogous conditions for the unique-

ness of the number o for which ax+y ±x. These types of uniqueness can be

related by using conjugate spaces (Theorems 5.3-5.6).

6. Existence of inner products. An inner product can be defined in a normed

linear space if N+(x; \\x\\y) =N+(y; \\y\\x) (Theorem 6.4), while this is true for

a space of three or more dimensions if orthogonality is symmetric and addi-

tive, or if N+(y;x) =0 for all nonzero elements * and y satisfying N+(x; y) =0

(Theorems 6.1-6.2).

7. Existence of elements orthogonal to linear subsets. There is an element

orthogonal to each closed linear subset of a normed linear space if and only

if each linear functional takes on its maximum in the unit sphere, while vari-

ous sufficient conditions for this can be given (Theorems 7.1—7.3). One of

these is uniform convexity, which also implies the uniqueness of the element

on a given side of a hyperplane 77 through the origin and orthogonal to H

(Theorem 7.4).

8. General forms for linear functionals. If no element of a normed linear

space is orthogonal to more than one hyperplane through the origin, and if

there is at least one element orthogonal to each closed linear subset, then for

any linear functional/defined in the space and having ||/|| =1 there is an ele-

ment Xo for which f(y) = N(x0;y) = —a||jco||> where N(x0;y) is the Gateaux dif-

ferential of the norm and x0 J-axo+y. Other conditions for this can be given,

while the element x0 (with ||xo|| =1) is unique for a given/ if the space is

strictly convex.

1. Fundamental definitions. A normed linear space is a linear (vector)

space [2, p. 26] whose multiplier domain is the field of real numbers and which

has associated with each element x a real number ||x|| satisfying the postu-

lates :

1.
2.
3.

x\\>0iixy*0.

ax\\ — \a\

*+:vll=l!
x\\ for all numbers a.

+IMI.
It follows from (3) that the functional ||*|| is continuous. A normed linear

space which is complete is a Banach space [2, p. 53].

Definition 1.1. An abstract Euclidean space is a normed linear space such

that to each ordered pair of elements * and y there can be associated a number

(x, y) with the following properties:

(1) (tx, y) = t(x, y) for all numbers /.

(2) (x,y) = (y,x).

(3) (x,y+z) = (x,y) + (x,z).

(4) ||x||2=(;e, *).

The number (x, y) is the (bilinear and symmetric) inner product of x and y

[9, p. 707].
A function / with real number values and argument in a normed linear

space is a linear functional if it is continuous and f(x+y) =f(x)+f(y) for all
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elements x and y. It then follows that there is a number M such that

\f(x) | = aZ- ||x|| for all elements x, the lower bound of such numbers M being

the modulus of/ [2, p. 54]. If ||/|| is the modulus of/, then the set of all linear

functionals defined on a normed linear space T is also a normed linear space—

the conjugate space T'.

The definition of orthogonality "x A.y if and only if \\x+ky\\ =\\x — ky\\
identically in k" was suggested by Roberts [18, p. 56], but has the weakness

that for some normed linear spaces at least one of every pair of orthogonal

elements would have to be zero [11, Example 2.1]. This difficulty is not en-

countered in either of the definitions "x Ly if and only */||*+y|| HI*- y||" or

"x -Ly if and only if\\x\\2 + \\y\\'l = \\x — y\\2" used in a previous paper [ll], nor

in the following definition.

Definition 1.2. An element x of a normed linear space is orthogonal to

an element y (x A.y) if and only if ||a;+&y|| ^\\x\\ for all k(3). An element x is

orthogonal to a subset H if and only if x A.h for all h Ç.H.

This is the analogy of: If two lines Li and L2 intersect at p, then Li A.Li

if and only if the distance from a point of L2 to a given point q of Li is never less

than the distance from p to q. It is clear that if x is orthogonal to x, then x is

zero. This definition has the advantage that it can be related to other con-

cepts, such as strict convexity, weak compactness, linear functionals, and

hyperplanes. This will largely be done by means of the following properties

of orthogonality in ordinary Euclidean spaces.

I. Symmetry. If x Ly, then y Jjx.
II. Homogeneity. If x -Ly, then ax ±.by for all numbers a and b.

III. Additivity. If x -Ly and x ±z, then x ±(y+z).
IV. For any elements x and y there exists a number a such that x A.(ax+y).

The last property is important as an assurance that a concept of orthogo-

nality is not trivial. An even stronger condition is satisfied by the orthogonal-

ity of Definition 1.2 (Theorem 2.2). This orthogonality is clearly homogeneous,

but is not necessarily symmetrical nor additive (Theorems 4.2 and 6.1).

For abstract Euclidean spaces, ||x+¿y||2 = ||íc||2+2^(íc, y)+¿2||y||2. Hence

x -Ly if and only if (x, y) =0. The orthogonality of Definition 1.2 is therefore

symmetric and additive in abstract Euclidean spaces. Also, (x, ax+y)

= a\\x\\2+(x, y), and x ±.ax+y if and only if a= —(x, y)/\\x\\2.

2. Existence of orthogonal elements.

Definition 2.1. A hyperplane of a normed linear space T is any proper

closed linear subset M which is not properly contained in a proper linear sub-

set of T, or any translation x + M of such a linear subset M.

Clearly if \yn\ is a sequence converging to y, and x is orthogonal to each

y„, then x _Ly. Hence for any x the set of all y with x -Ly is closed. For any

element x of a normed linear space there is at least one hyperplane H through

the origin with x J-ZZ, the uniqueness of H being equivalent to Gateaux differ-

{*) This definition was used by Birkhoff [3] and by Fortet [6 and 7].
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entiability of the norm and to additivity of orthogonality (§4). The following

theorems are basic to much that follows.

Theorem 2.1. If f (y^O) is a linear functional on a normed linear space T,

then |/(a01 HI/I I "11*11 */ and on^y */ * ̂ -H> w^ere H is the hyper plane of all h
for which f(h) =0. If x is orthogonal to a linear subset LQT, then there exists a

linear functional f for which f(x) = ||/|| ■ ||*|| and f(y) = 0 if yG.L, and there is a

hyperplane H through the origin with x J-H and L Ç.H.

Proof. Let H be the hyperplane consisting of all elements h for which

f(h)=0. Suppose |/0t)| =||/||-(Ml- Then/(*)=0 implies |/(*+A)| = |/(*)|
a||/|HI*+All> and hence that ||*-f-A|| ̂ ||*|| for all elements AG77. That is,
x ATI. Conversely, suppose* -LUand |/(jc)| =/>||ac||. But \\x\\ ^||:«+â|| if ä£H,

and hence |/(x+A)| = |/0«)| = ¿>|U|| í££||:x:+a||. Since H is a hyperplane

through the origin, it follows that |/(y)| ^¿>||y|| for all y of T. That is, £ = ||/||

and |/0«) | =||/|| ||*||- The remainder of the theorem follows from a known

property of linear functionals [2, p. 57, lemma].

The following theorem is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1 and the

fact that for any element ä; of a normed linear space there is a linear functional

/such that/0«) = 11/11 "||*|| [2, p. 55, Theorem 3].

Theorem 2.2. Any element of a normed linear space is orthogonal to some

hyperplane through the origin.

However, for a given hyperplane H through the origin there does not nec-

essarily exist an element x with x A.H. This problem is equivalent to finding

an element x with/0«) =||/|| -||x|| for a given linear functional/, and will be

studied in §7.

Corollary 2.2. If x and y are any two elements of a normed linear space,

then there exists a number a such that x ±.ax+y. Also, x J-ax+y if and only if

there is a linear functional f with \fix)\ = |l/lr 11*11 and a= —f(y)/f(x). If
x IxLX+y, then \a\ g||y||/||x||.

Proof. The first parts of the corollary follow from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.

By definition, x ±ax+y if and only if ||*-r-fe(aa:-|-;y)|| è||*|| for all k. Letting

k= -I/o gives |a| á|M|/||*||.
For vectors x and y in ordinary Euclidean space, x ±.ax+y if

a= — cos ö||y||/||x||, where 6 is the angle between x and y. In that case,

||*-r-fe(o*-T"y)|| >||*|| if ky*0. However, for elements x and y of a normed

linear space it is possible to satisfy this stronger inequality if and only if

the space is strictly convex (Theorems 2.3 and 4.3).

Unlike other types of orthogonality which have been used [ll and 18],

x -L/y does not imply y J-x. Thus Corollary 2.2 does not give the existence of a

number b such that bx+y J-x. Likewise, the uniqueness of the number a with

x 1-ax+y is independent of that of the number b with bx+y 1.x. The differ-
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ence in these two conditions is partially evident from the following theorem,

and will be shown clearly later (§4).

Theorem 2.3. For any elements x and y of a normed linear space, there exists

a number a such that ax+y 1.x. This number ais a value of kfor which \\kx+y\\

takes on its absolute minimum. If Ax+y Ajx and Bx+y -be, then ax+y J-x if

a is a number between A and B.

Proof. By definition, ax+y JLx if and only if || (ax+y) +kx\\ ^\\ax+y\\ for

all k, or if and only if ||iwc+y|| is the smallest value of ||fcx;+y||. Since [|foe+y||

is continuous in k, it must take on its minimum. Suppose Ax+y Ajx and

Bx+y A-x. Since the function f(n) = ||*+wyf| is convex (except for possible

straight line segments), it follows that ||oa:+y|| =||.4:x;+y|| = ||.B*+y|| if a is

between A and B, and that x A.ax+y.

Let a and b be numbers such that x A.ax+y and y A.by+x. If x and y

are elements of an abstract Euclidean space, then £>||y||2 = a||x||2. Also,

aôj|*||2||y||2 = (*, y)2, or cos2 0 = ab, where 0 is the angle between x and y. In a

normed linear space it is possible to have ab = 1 without x and y being parallel,

but the following generalization is possible.

Theorem 2.4. If x and y are any two nonzero elements of a normed linear

space, then \ab\ i=l if x A.ax+y and y A-by+x. If orthogonality is symmetric,

thenO^ab^l.

Proof. By Corollary 2.2, \a\ á||y||/||*|| and |&| g||x||/||y||. Hence \ab\ =1.
If orthogonality is symmetric and x A.ax+y, then ax+y A.X and |](a;e+y)

+¿i*|| è||a«+y|l for a11 *i- If y l-h+x, then ||y+£2(&y+x)|| è||y|| for all *,.
Letting ki= — a gives J|y|| ^||a*+y||, and k2 = a/(l—ab) gives ||ax+y||

è|l-oô|||y||. Hence ||y|[ =■ | l-ab\ \\y\\ anda& = 0.

3. Orthogonality in general normed linear spaces. For abstract Euclidean

spaces, lim,,..00||»*+y|| — ||wx||, or N+(x;y) =limh^+o[\\x+hy\\ —\\x\\]/h, is zero

if and only if x -Ly. While this is not true in normed linear spaces, this limit

is closely related to orthogonality and its being zero implies xA.y. These limits

are known to exist(4), but the proof of their existence and an evaluation of the

limits in terms of orthogonality can be given simultaneously.

Theorem 3.1. For any elements x (¿¿0) and y of a normed linear space,

limB..00||»*+y||—||w*|| = —.4||*|| öwalim„^||w*||-||w* — y\\ = — B\\x\\, where A

and B are the algebraically smallest and largest of the numbers a such that

x A-ax+y.

Proof. Since |||wa:+y|| — ||w*|| | û\\y\\ íor all n,\\nx+y\\—\\nx\\ has a limit

point as w becomes infinite. Let — r||*|| be such a limit point and {nA be a se-

quence of numbers such that limi_00w<= «j and limi..00||wi;c+y|| — ||»i*||

= — r\\x\\. It is known  [ll, Lemma 4.4] that for any number a this limit

(4) See Mazur [14, p. 75], or Taylor [22, Theorem 5.21].
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.   If x ±ax+y,  then   ||«<*

mxll ̂  — allacll. Thus if A is
is equal to limi.Jlw^c + íaíc-l-y)!! — mx\\ — a\\x

+ (fl*+y)|| §;||wi*||. and hence lim^«, «<*-fy|| —

the greatest lower bound of all numbers a for which x J-ax+y, then

lim II»,-* + y|| — ||»<*|| ̂ — -4||*||.
¿-♦00

Let € be any positive number, and choose N such that | ||«i*+y|| — ||«<*||

+rj|*[| | <e||*|| if w» > IV. If «<> |r|, this can be written | [|»i*-|-y|| —1|(«< — r)x\\ \

<e||*||. There is then a number e> such that |e¿|<€ and ||«<*+y|| =||(«< — r

+e<)*||. But this can be written

|| [(«< - 2-V + 2~1ei)x + 2~!y] + [(2"V - 2~1ei)x + 2~1y]||

= || [(»< - 2-hr + 2~1ei)x + 2-!y] - [(2~V - 2~1ei)x + 2-!y]||.

It then follows that for |*| =1 [ll, Theorem 4.1]

|| [(«< - 2-V + 2~1ei)x + 2r*y] + fc[(2-V - 2~1ei)x + 2-1y]||

^ \\(m- 2-V + 2~1ei)x+ 2-^11

If k is replaced by 2m and this inequality divided by \m\, it becomes

"(2»< - r + ei)x + y~

2m
+ (r — ei) x + y

(2«< — r + ei)x + y

2m

Since | e<| <e, it follows that lim<J.ooe< = 0. Hence if p is any number and «< be-

comes infinite, but with m = nt/p, it follows that ||£* + 0"*+y)|| =||£*|| f°r

all p. Thus if — 7"||*|| is a limit point of ||w*+y|| —||»*|| as « becomes infinite,

then* Hrx+y. But it was also shown that — r||*|| ^ —¿||x||, or .4 ^r. It there-

fore follows that r=A, lim„..00||»*+y|| —||w*|| exists and equals —^4||*||, and

that x AAx+y. If B is the largest number such that x A-Bx+y, then — B

is the smallest number for which x l- — Bx — y. Hence lim,,^!!«*!! —||«* — y||

= -7j||*ll-
Lemma 3.1. If x and y are elements of a normed linear space and x AAx+y

and x _LB*+y, then x Lax+y if a is a number between A and B.

Proof. For definiteness, assume A <B. If x lAx+y and x J-Poc+y, then

||ic4-fe(i4a:+y)|| è||*|| and ||*+¿(P*+:y)|| ^||*j| for all k. Let a be any num-

ber for which A gogB. If k^O, then

|* + k(ax + y)\\ =|

If k gO, then

I* + k(ax+ y)\\ =

[1 + k(a- A)]x+ k(Ax+ y)

[I + k(a - A)]x\\ à||4

[1 + k(a - B)]x+ k(Bx+ y)

|[l+*(a-B)]*|| ^ ||*||-
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Hence ||*+è(o*+y)|| à||*|| for all k, and* A.ax+y.

Theorem 3.2. If x and y are any two elements of a normed linear space,

then x A-ax+y if and only if

— lim ||w* + y\\ — \\nx\\ ^ a\\x\\ = — hm \\nx\\ — \\nx — y||.
n—♦ » B-+ no

The usefulness of this theorem in determining the numbers a for which

x A-ax+y can be shown by using the Banach space of number pairs (a, b),

with || (a, b)\\ = (a2+b2+ \ ab\)112. If * = (1, 0) and y = (0,1), then w*+y = (n, 1)

and nx — y = (n, —1). From Theorem 3.2, x A.ax+y if and only if —l/2=a

= 1/2. That is, (1, 0) A.(a, 1) if and only if -1/2 =o á 1/2. This is equivalent
to saying that [(l+ka)2+k2+1k(l+ka)| Y'2^ 1 for all k if and only if

|a| ^1/2.
If the two limits of Theorem 3.1 are added, it is seen that the number a

defined by lim„_00||re*+y|| —1|«* —y|| = — 2a||;e|| is the mean of the largest and

smallest of all numbers a for which x A.ax+y. The following theorem follows

from this and the fact that lim„-.oo||w*+(a*+y)|| — ||«*+y|| =a||*|| [11,

Lemma 4.4].

Theorem 3.3. If lim„^.M||w*+(t»i;+y)|| — \\nx — (ax+y)\\ =0 for elements x

and y of a normed linear space, thenx A.otx+y and a = 2~1(A+B), where A and

B are the smallest and largest of the numbers a for'which x A.ax+y.

It is known that for any elements * and y of a normed linear space there

is a number a for which ||a; + (o*+y)|| =||*—(a*+y)||, and that, for such num-

bers a, ^\x + k(ax+y)\[ >2_1||*|| for all k [11, Theorems 4.4 and 4.2]. This

could be used as a definition of orthogonality, but it is clear that x and ax+y

satisfying this equality are not necessarily orthogonal in the present sense

(Definition 1.2). However, it is possible to relate these types of orthogonality:

Theorem 3.4. If x and y are any two elements of a normed linear space,

and the numbers ctn are such that

||* + n-\anx + y)|| = ||* - «_1(«»* + y)||,

then limn^„an =a exists and x A.ax+y. Furthermore, a is the mean of the largest

and smallest of the numbers a for which x A.ax+y.

Proof. The numbers aB are bounded as w becomes infinite [ll, Theorem

4.5], and hence have a limit point a. It then follows from ||w* +(a^+y)!!

— II«*—(aB*+y)|| =0 that lim„<0O||«*+(cce+y)|| —1|«* —(a*+y)|| =0. Thus a

is the mean of the largest and smallest of the numbers a for which x A.ax+y

(Theorem 3.3), and limnJ.00aB= a.

The norm of a general normed linear space is not differentiable at all

nonzero points, although lim„..+o(||*+Äy|| —||*||)/Ä exists. If this limit is de-

noted by N+(x; y), and lim„,_0(||*+Äy|| — ||*||)/A by N-(x; y), then, if x?¿0,
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(1) N+(x; y) = - A\\x\\    and    N-(x; y) = - B\\x\\,

where A and B are the smallest and largest of the numbers a for which

* ±ax+y (Theorem 3.1). If the Gateaux differential of the norm (Définition

4.3) exists at *, then N+(x; y) is a linear functional in y. It is not linear in

general (Example 8.1), but does satisfy the following weakened linearity con-

ditions:

(2) N+(x; y + z)^ N+(x; y) + N+(x; z).

(3) N+(x; ty) = t-N+(x; y)        for t ^ 0.

(4) #+(*;*) «||*||;        \ N+(x; y)\ ^\\y\\.

These three relations follow from results given by Ascoli [l, pp. 53-55], but

follow easily from the theory of orthogonality. The first is a direct applica-

tion of the triangular inequality of the norm, while (3) follows from

— N+(x; /y)/||*|| and —N+(x; y)/||*|| being the smallest of the numbers a

and b, respectively, for which * J-ax+ty and * libx+y. The inequality (4)

follows from * _L— [N+(x; y)/||*|| ]x+y and Corollary 2.2.

If A is the smallest of the numbers a for which * l.ax+sy, then A — r is

the smallest of the numbers b for which * A.bx + (rx+sy). Using this, it follows

that:

(5) N+(x; rx + sy) = r||*|| + s-N+(x; y), for s ^ 0 and all r.

If * is an element of a normed linear space and/ is any linear functional

with/(*)= ||*|| and ||/||=1, then N-(x; y) g/(y) =7V+(*; y) for all y; if
N-(x; y) ^a^N+(x; y), then there is a linear functional Pfor which F(y) =a,

F(x) = ||*||, and ||p|| =1 [14, p. 75]. The following is an equivalent statement

of this in terms of orthogonality(6), the validity of which follows from the eval-

uation of N+(x; y) and iV_(*; y) given by (1) above:

(6) * A-ax + y   if and only if   N-(x; y) g — a||*|| á N+(x; y).

If N+(x; y)=N+(y; x) =0, then it follows from (6) that *_Ly and y±x.

For general normed linear spaces neither N+(x; y) =0 nor N+(y; *) =0 is a

necessary condition for the orthogonality of * and y, while the assumption

that one follows from the other is very severe (Theorems 3.5 and 6.2).

Theorem 3.5. A necessary and sufficient condition that N+(y; x) =0for any

nonzero elements x and y of a normed linear space T satisfying N+(x; y)=0

is that orthogonality be symmetric in T and for any elements * ( y^ 0) and y there

be a unique number a for which x-Lax+y.

Proof. If for all * (y^O) and y there is a unique number a for which

xHax+y, then it follows from (6) that * J_y if and only if N+(x;y) =0. Hence

if orthogonality is symmetric and * and y are not zero, then N+(y; *) =0 if

(6) The equivalence follows from Theorem 2.1, if we use the equations (1).
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and only if N+(x; y) =0. Now take xj^O and x_Ly. Let A and B be such that

xA.ax+y if and only if A = a=2?, where A = 0 = £ (see (6) above). Then a = 0

is the smallest value of a for which xA.(A+a)x+y, or xA.ax + (Ax+y). Thus

from (6), N+(x; ^4*+y) =0. If Ax+y = 0, then Ax+yLx. If Ax+y^O, then

the assumption that N+(Ax+y; x)=0 implies Ax+yA-x. Likewise, a = 0 is

the largest value of a for which xA.(B+a)x+y, or xA.ax +(Bx+y). Therefore

N-(x; Bx+y) = -N+(x; -Bx-y)=0 and N+(-Bx-y; x) =0 if Bx+y^0.

Hence Bx+yAjx. Since A =0 = 5 and Ax+y±x and Bx+y±x, it follows that

y±x (Theorem 2.3). Thus orthogonality is symmetric if N+(y; x) =0 for all

nonzero elements x and y satisfying N+(x; y) =0. Now suppose there are two

elements x (^0) and y for which xA.ax+y if ^4'_a=Z?', where ^'^5'. Then

because of symmetry, ax+yA-X and ||ax+y|| is minimum and constant for

4'=ffi = 5' (Theorem 2.3). If A'<a<B', then ||c*x+y+Ax|| -||ax+y|| =0 if

.4'<a± | A| <B'. Therefore N+(ax+y; x) = N-(ax+y; x) =0. Hence if we use

the assumption of the theorem (or trivially if ax+y = 0) it follows that

N+(x; ax+y)=N-(x; ax+y)=0. But with (6) above this is impossible if

A'^B'. Hence for any elements x (^0) and y there is a unique number a

for which x_L<zx+y.

4. Types of uniqueness of orthogonality. For any elements x and y of a

normed linear space, there is a number a for which X-Lax+y and a number b

for which bx+yAjx. These numbers are not unique in general, their unique-

ness being related to the concepts of differentiability of the norm and strict

convexity (Theorems 4.1 and 4.3). Since orthogonality is not symmetric, this

uniqueness can take the following forms:

Definition 4.1. Orthogonality is right-unique if and only if for no ele-

ments x (5*0) and y there is more than one number a for which x-Lax+y.

Definition 4.2. Orthogonality is left-unique if and only if for no elements

x (t^O) and y there is more than one number a for which ax+yAjx.

If orthogonality is symmetric, then it is right-unique if and only if it is

left-unique. This was the case for the orthogonality conditions ||*+y| | =||*— y||

and ||*||2 + ||:y||2==||*— y||2 studied in a previous paper [ll], but not for the

orthogonality of Definition 1.2. Moreover, it is clear from (6) of §3 that

N+(x; y) = iV_(x; y) for all x (^0) and y if and only if there is a unique num-

ber a for which xA.ax+y.

Definition 4.3. A functional / defined on a normed linear space T is

Gateaux differentiate at a point x if and only if limB.0[/(*+Ay) — f(x)]/h

exists for all elements y of T. If this limit exists, it is the Gateaux differential

at x, written/(x; y).

The Gateaux differential N(x; y) of the norm of an abstract Euclidean

space exists at all nonzero points and is equal to (x, y)/||*||. But x_Ly if and

only if (x, y) =0. Hence xA.ax+y if and only if N(x; ax+y) =0, or N(x; y)

= — a||x||. This can be extended to normed linear spaces whose norm is Ga-

teaux differentiable, since in such spaces N+(x; y) = iV_(x; y) = — o||*||.
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Theorem 4.1. Orthogonality is right-unique in a normed linear space T if

and only if the norm of T possesses a Gateaux differential at each nonzero point.

If this differential of the norm, N(x;y), exists at a point x, then N(x;y) = — a||*||,

where a is the number for which xl.ax+y.

It is known that N(x; y) is a linear functional of y if it exists, from which

it follows that *_Ly and *J_z imply *±y+z(6). The converse of this is also true.

Theorem 4.2. Orthogonality is additive in a normed linear space if and only

if it is right-unique, or if and only if the norm is Gateaux differentiable at each

nonzero point.

Proof. If orthogonality is right-unique and x±.y and *_Lz, then y and z

both belong to the hyperplane 77 through the origin for which * J_H (Theorem

2.2), H being unique if for all y there is a unique number a for which

xJ-ax+y. Then y+zÇ^H and X-Ly+z. Conversely, suppose orthogonality is

additive and xA.ax+y and xlibx+y. Then *L — (bx+y) and additivity gives

xA-(a — b)x. But this means that ||*+&(a — 5)*|| è||*||, which is true for all k

only if a = b. Therefore orthogonality is right-unique if it is additive. That

orthogonality is additive if and only if the norm is Gateaux differentiable at

all nonzero points now follows from Theorem 4.1.

If the norm of a normed linear space has a Gateaux differential N(x\ y)

at each nonzero point *, then *_Ly if and only if N(x\ y) =0, and the points y

satisfying N(x; y)=0 form the unique hyperplane H for which xl.II. If

N(x; y) exists, then N(x; y)+N(x; z) =N(x; y+z) and xHy and xHz imply

*i_y+z.

For any elements * and y of a normed linear space and any number h

there is a number a* such that ||*+A(a&* +y)|| =||* — A(a**+y)|| (see [ll,

Theorem 4.4]). Then lim>¿,o[||*+A(a*+y)|| —1|* — A(a*+y)|| ]/A = 0 if and only

if linu.,oaÄ = a, and a is the mean of the largest and smallest of the numbers

a for which xl.ax+y (Theorems 3.3-3.4). Also, x±.ax+y and linu..o[||*+Ay||

-||*-fty||]/A=-2a||4
If orthogonality is right-unique or additive, or if the norm is differentiable

at nonzero points, then a is the unique number for which *_La*+y, and

N(x; ax+y) =0. While orthogonality is right-unique if and only if the norm

is Gateaux differentiable at nonzero points, this does not follow for left-

uniqueness unless orthogonality is symmetric. In fact, it will be shown that

orthogonality is left-unique if and only if the space is strictly convex.

Definition 4.4. A normed linear space is strictly convex^) if and only if

(') See [15, pp. 129-130]; the Gateaux differential of the norm is always a weak differential

[15] of the norm. Conditions for additivity of orthogonality have been given by Fortet [7,

Lemma 3], but he unnecessarily assumes uniform convexity (Definition 5.4) as well as differ-

entiability (regularity) of the norm.

(') See Clarkson [4]. Strictly normalized is sometimes used [19].
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||x||+||y|| =||x+y|| and ys^O imply the existence of a number t for which

x = ty.

The triangular inequality of the norm implies that the function f(n)

= ||x+wy|| of the real variable « is concave up except for possible straight line

segments. Hence if the norm is Gateaux differentiable, then N(x+ny; y)

=/'(«) is monotonie increasing and therefore continuous [22, Theorem 4.32].

It is equal to —ö„||x+«y||, where x+wy_La„(x+wy)+y. If the normed linear

space is also strictly convex, then/(«) = ||x+«y|| is convex and/'(«) is a con-

tinuous, increasing function. If x+cty-Ly and x + byA.y, then ||x+ay||

= ||x+Z»y||, since each is minimum. Also, ||x+»y|| is constant for a_w = &

(Theorem 2.3). Therefore orthogonality is left-unique in strictly convex

spaces. The converse of this is also true.

Theorem 4 j. A necessary and sufficient condition that a normed linear space

T be strictly convex is that orthogonality be left-unique.

Proof. As shown above, orthogonality is left-unique in a strictly convex

space. Conversely, if T is not strictly ' convex then there are elements x

and y (y^O) such that ||*||+||y|| =||*+y|l an(^ x^ty for any /. From

x+y=[(l-k)x+ky]+kx + (l-k)y, it follows that ||x+y|| á||(l-A)x+Ay||

+ /fe||x||+(l-Ä)||y|| if 0^A=T . Since ||x||+||y||=||x+y||, this gives ||(1-k)x

+ky\\ =(1-A)||*||+A||y||. But then ||(l-A)*+Ay|| =(1-A)||x||+A||y||.
Hence

11(1-*)* +ky\\ =(1- A)||x|| + A||y||

forO = A = l. If A = ||x||/(||x||+||y||), this becomes ||(||y||* + ||*||y)|| =2||x||||y|

Setting *'= y| * + ||*||y and y' = ||y||* —||*||y, it follows that ||*'+y'

= ||x'-y'||=|[x'||. Therefore ||x'+ay'|| =||x'|| if |a| =T and ||x'+ay'|| =||x

if |a| =1. Hence x'+ay'A.y' if |a| =1. Since y' = 0 implies x = (|[*||/||y||)y

it follows that orthogonality is not left-unique in a space not strictly convex.

Hence a normed linear space is strictly convex if orthogonality is left-unique.

It is interesting to analyze the meaning of right- and left-uniqueness of

orthogonality in the Banach space C of continuous functions defined in (0,1),

where ||/|| = max(0,i)|/(x) | [2, p. 11 ]. This will give an easy means for con-

structing normed linear spaces in which orthogonality is right-unique, or

left-unique, or both.

Theorem 4.4. Orthogonality is left-unique in a linear subset T of C (or T

is strictly convex) if and only if all nonzero functions belonging to T whose abso-

lute values take on their maximum at a common point are multiples of each other.

Proof. If there are nonzero functions/and g for which |/| and

maximum at some point a, then either ||/+g|| = \f(a)+g(a)

= \/(a)-g(a)\. Hence ||/||+||g|| is either equal to ||/+g|| or to

are both

or

\/~i\

\/-i\\
. If T

is strictly convex (or orthogonality is left-unique), then there is a number /
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such that/ = /g. Conversely, if T is not strictly convex, then there exist non-

zero functions/and g such that ||/||+llg|| =||/+g|| and fy±g for any number /

Suppose u/11 = \f(o) | ,\\g\\ = | g(b) |, and||/+«|| = |/(c) +g(c) \. Then \f(c) +gic)
= l/(o) | +1 gib) | • But \fic) +gic) | g \f(c) | +1 gic) , \fic) | =g |/(a) |, and | g(c)
g | gib) 1. Hence |/(c) | = |/(o) | and | g(c) \ = | g(b) . That is, both |/| and | g
take on their maximum at c, even though / and g are not multiples of each

other.

This theorem enables one to determine easily whether orthogonality is

left-unique in a linear subset T of the space C (or whether T is strictly con-

vex). It is seen from (6) of §3 that a condition for orthogonality being right-

unique in T (or the norm of F being differentiable) would result from an evalu-

ation of the limits N+ix; y) and iV_(*; y). These limits are known to exist in

general normed linear spaces. For the space C,

»t h   \      v    ma* I/+ hz\ ~max I/I
N+if; S) = lim-:-

»-»+0 h

It follows from results of Fréchet [8] that the norm of C is Gateaux differ-

entiable at a point/if and only if |/| takes on its maximum at only one point,

as also follows from the following evaluation of iV+(*; y) and N-(x; y).

Theorem 4.5. If f (y^O) and g are elements of the space C, then N+if; g)

= maxi ¿(sign/) and N-(f;g) =min¿ g (sign/), where A is the set of numbers a

for which |/(«)|=||/||.

Proof. Since N+(J; g)=limk^+o[\\f+hg\\—\\f\\]/h, which is equal to
limn^oollMZ+gH —1|«/||, it follows from Theorem 3.1 that N+if; g) exists. If

|/(a)| =||/||, then N+(f;g)^limh^o[\f(a)+hg(a)\ -|/(a)| ]/h = g(a) [sign fia)].
Hence N+(f; g) ^max¿ ¿(sign/). Let a be a limit value, as h—* + 0, of the num-

bers an for which \f(ah)+hg(ai)\ = ||/+Ag||. Then the continuity of ||/+AgJ|

in h implies that lim/,,+0 \f(ah)+hg(ai)\ — \\f\\, and hence that |/(a)| =||/||-

But then

11/ + *«ll - 11/11       I /(<**) + hiai) | - 11/11  ^ | f(ah) + hg(ah) \ - | f(ah) |
h h h

and if A—>+0 through values A' which are such that cu-—>a, then it is seen that

N+if; g) û\imh. ^+og(ahi) [sign f(ah>)]=g(a) [signf(a)]^maxA g(signf). There-

fore N+(f;g) =maxAg(sign/). From this and 2V_(/;g) = —N+(f;—g) it follows

that N-(f; g) = — max¿-g(sign/) =min¿ g(signf).

If we use this theorem, it follows from (6) of §3 and sign /= |/| // that if

/ and g are elements of the space C, then

(7) /La/ + g   if and only if   min g/f ^ — a ^ max g/f,
A A

where A is the set of numbers a for which |/(a)| =||/||- Thus if a£^4, then
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/_L— [g(a)/f(a)]f+g. Clearly orthogonality is right-unique, and the Gateaux

differential N(f; g) of the norm exists, if and only if | g(ct) | has the same value

for all aÇiA and g(a) -f(a) has the same sign for all aÇ_A. If g(a) =0 for a

number a for which |/(a)| =||/||. then fA.g. This is not a necessary condition

for/-Lg unless orthogonality is right-unique.

Theorem 4.6. If orthogonality is right-unique in the linear subset T of the

space Candf (¿¿0) and g are elements of T, thenf A.g if and only if g (a) =0for

all a for which \f(ot)\ =||/||.

This theorem follows easily from (7). If orthogonality is also symmetric,

it can be strengthened to state that fA.g if and only if each of |/| and |g| is

zero at all points for which the other is maximum. However, for spaces of

three or more dimensions this implies the space is abstract Euclidean (Corol-

lary 6.1).

The above results furnish means of constructing examples in which or-

thogonality is right-unique, left-unique, or both. Thus if T is the space of all

functions of the form f = a sin x + &(x — 2_1ir) in the interval (0, ir), then

|/(0)| = |/(tt)| =11/11 if lal = M and T is therefore not strictly convex and

orthogonality is not left-unique. The condition min^ g//=max^ g/fior right-

uniqueness of orthogonality (7) is satisfied. For if |a| >|i|, then |/[ takes

on its maximum only at one point. While if |a| ^|6|, then |/| is maxi-

mum at both 0 and ir. But if g is any other function of the form g=a' sin x

+ b'(x — 2~1ir), then g//has the same value at 0 and ir. Therefore orthogonality

is right-unique (and additive) in T and the norm of T is Gateaux differentia-

ble, although orthogonality is not left-unique and T is not strictly convex.

Similarly, if T' is the space of all functions of the form/ = a sin x + b sin 2x,

then orthogonality is left-unique but not right-unique. Thus T' is strictly

convex, but the norm of T' is not Gateaux differentiable at all nonzero points.

Let T" be the space of all functions of the form F = af+bg in the interval

(0, 2), where

(1 - x2 forO = x = 1,
/ = x(2 — x)    and    g = \

\(x - 2)2 - 1       for 1 = * = 2.

Then two functions belonging to T" can take on their maximum at the same

point only if they are multiples of each other, while no function F can take

on its maximum at more than one point. Thus orthogonality is both left-and

right-unique, and T" is strictly convex and its norm is Gateaux differentiable

at all nonzero points. Then (from Theorem 4.6) it follows that FA.G if and

only if G(a) =0 for the number a for which | F(a)\ =\\F\\. However, it does

not follow from G being zero at the point for which | F\ is maximum that F

is zero at the point for which | G | is maximum. Thus orthogonality is not sym-

metric in T", and T" is not an abstract Euclidean space.
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5. Hyperplanes and linear functionals. It has been shown that for any

elements * and y of a normed linear space there can be found at least one

number a for which xl.ax+y, and a number b for which bx+y±.x. The num-

ber a is unique (or orthogonality is additive) if and only if the norm is Ga-

teaux differentiable at nonzero points, while b is unique if and only if the space

is strictly convex (Theorems 4.1 and 4.3). Results of this type will be inter-

preted and extended by use of linear functionals and the concepts of con-

jugate spaces and supporting and tangential hyperplanes. The following

definition could be given for more general surfaces than spheres [14], but is

sufficient for this paper.

Definition 5.1. A hyperplane Hof a normed linear space Pis a supporting

hyperplane of a sphere 5 if the distance between H and S is zero and H con-

tains no interior points of S. If 77 is the only supporting hyperplane which

contains the boundary point * of S, then H is tangent to 5 at *.

Any element * of a normed linear space is orthogonal to some hyperplane

through the origin, and for any hyperplane H through the origin for which

there exists an element *o-LH there is a linear functional/with/(*o) = / • *o

and/(A)=0 for all A£U (Theorems 2.1 and 2.2). But then/(*) = / • *0

defines a hyperplane through *0 which contains no interior points of the sphere

||*|| =||*o|| and is therefore a supporting hyperplane of that sphere. Hence

there is a supporting hyperplane through every boundary point of a sphere(8).

Also, if S is the sphere containing all x which satisfy ||*|| ^||*o||, then *o-Ly if

and only if S has a supporting hyperplane containing *0 and x0+y.

The hyperplane defined by/(*) =||*o|| is the only supporting hyperplane

of S at *o, or also a tangent hyperplane, if and only if / is the only linear

functional with jl/|| =1 and /(*o) =||*o||, and then consists of all elements *

satisfying/(*) =[|*o||(9)- But/is unique if and only if there is a unique hyper-

plane U through the origin with *o-LU, and hence if and only if orthogonality

is right-unique or the norm is Gateaux differentiable at *0. This tangent hy-

perplane is then defined by 7V(*0; y) =||*o||, where N(x0; y) =linu_o[||*o+Ay||

-||*o||]/A.

Theorem 5.1. Orthogonality is right-unique (or additive) in a normed linear

space T if and only if for any element x0 with ||*0|| = 1 one of the following holds:

(1) There is a unique linear functional f with \\f\\ = 1 and f(x0) = 1. This

functional f is then f(y) = —a = N(xo; y), where *0-Lö*o+y.

(2) There is a hyperplane tangent to the unit sphere at the point *0. Such a

tangent hyperplane consists of all elements y for which *0-L*o — y.

Results analogous to the above can be obtained by knowing that a normed

linear space is strictly convex if and only if orthogonality is left-unique (Theo-

rem 4.3). Thus it is known that a normed linear space is strictly convex if

and only if for no linear functional / is there more than one point * (with

(8) This also follows from Mazur [14, p. 74],

(») Also see Mazur [15, p. 130].
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||x|| =1) for which/(x) =||/ —that is, no linear functional takes on its maxi-

mum in the unit sphere ||x|| =1 at more than one point. This was shown by

Smulian [19, Theorem 6], but also follows easily from the theory of orthogo-

nality:

For suppose/ (with ||/|| =1) takes on its maximum in the unit sphere at

the two points xi and X2. Then f(xi) =||xi|| =1 and /(X2) =| X2II = 1. Thus

/(xi—x2) =0 and/(xi+A[x2—Xi]) = 1. Hence ||xi+fc(x2 —Xi)|| =||xi|| =1 for all

k, and Xi-L(x2—Xi). Likewise X2-L(x2—Xi). Therefore Xi+A(x2 —Xi)-L(x2 —Xi) if

0 = A = 1 (Theorem 2.3). Thus orthogonality is not left-unique and the space

is not strictly convex.

Conversely, if a normed linear space is not strictly convex, then orthogo-

nality is not left-unique. Then for some elements x and y and number a,

yj-x and ax+yJ-x. The existence of a linear functional/ with/(y) =||/||  I y

and/(x) = 0 follows from Theorem 2.1. But it then follows from ||ax+y|| =[ y

(Theorem 2.3) that f(ax+y) =\\f\\ -¡lax+yW. Thus / takes on its maximum

in the unit sphere at the two points y/||y|| and (ax+y)/[|ax+y||.

The following theorem is a consequence of the above and the fact that for

every hyperplane H there is a linear functional/ and a number c such that H

consists of all x satisfying/(x) =c, while the set of all x satisfying an equation

of the form/(x) =c is a hyperplane [14, p. 71].

Theorem 5.2. Orthogonality is left-unique in a normed linear space if

and only if one of the following holds :

(1) No linear functional takes on its maximum in the unit sphere \\x\\ =1

at more than one point.

(2) No supporting hyperplane of any sphere S contains more than one bound-

ary point of S.

A comparison of right- and left-uniqueness of orthogonality can be made

by use of conjugate spaces. Thus it has been shown by Taylor [21, Theorems

5 and 6] that a normed linear space T is strictly convex if for each element/

of the conjugate space T' there is a unique element F of T" such that || F\\ = 1

and F(f) = ||/| , and that for each element x of T there is a unique linear func-

tional/ with ll/ll =1 and/(x) =||*|| if T' is strictly convex. While it follows
from results of Smulian [19, Theorem 8] that if every linear functional defined

on T attains its maximum in the unit sphere, then T' is strictly convex if the

norm of T is Gateaux differentiable. If these results are stated in terms of

orthogonality by means of Theorems 4.1, 4.3, 5.1, and 5.2, they become the

following theorem (which is not difficult to prove by the theory of orthogonal-

ity) :

Theorem 5.3. Orthogonality is left-unique in a normed linear space T if it is

right-unique in T', and it is right-unique in T if it is left-unique in T'. If every

linear functional attains its maximum in the unit sphere ||x|| =1, then orthogo-

nality is left-unique in T' if it is right-unique in T.
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The following theorems serve to complete Theorem 5.3. They make use of

the concepts of weak compactness, regularity, and uniform convexity, which

will be used in §§7 and 8 to get conditions for the existence of an element

orthogonal to a given closed linear subset of a normed linear space.

Definition 5.2. A sequence {*„} of elements of a normed linear space T

converges weakly to an element * if lim„ _«,/(*») =/(*) for all linear functionals/

defined in T. A subset 5 of T is weakly compact if every sequence of elements

of 5 contains a sequence which converges weakly to an element of 5.

Theorem 5.4. If the unit sphere of a normed linear space T is weakly com-

pact, then orthogonality is right-unique in T' if it is left-unique in T.

Proof. Suppose orthogonality is not right-unique in T', and hence not ad-

ditive in T' (Theorem 4.2). There then exist linear functionals/, g, and A (de-

fined in F) for which f±g and /-LA, but/ is not orthogonal to g+h. Thus

||/+Ag|| ^ U/11 and ||/+M|| ^11/11 for all k, but there is a value h of k for which

||/+*i(*+A)|| <||/||.

Without loss of generality, ||/|| can be taken as unity and ki to be positive.

Then it follows from the discussion following Definition 4.4 that ||/+&(g + A)||

<||/|| for 0<k^ku For each number k, choose Xk such that ||**|| = l,/(**) ^0,

and

| /(**) + kgixk) | ^ 11/11 = 1.

Likewise, for each A let y* be such that ||yt|| =l,/(y*) ^0, and \f(yi)+kh(yk)\

^ ||/||=1. Since |g(**)| ^||g|| and | A(y*)J ̂ ||ä||, it follows from 0^f(xk) ^1

that g(**)^0 and A(y*)^0 if 0<A<l/||g|| and 0<A<1/||ä||. If k satisfies
these inequalities, and A = Ai, then gixi) and h(xi) must be of opposite sign,

since otherwise \f(xk) +k [gixi) +h(xi) ] | would not be less than ||/|| = 1. Like-

wise, giyi) and hiyi) would also be of opposite sign. Since the unit sphere of T

is weakly compact, it is possible to choose sequences from the elements **

and y* which converge weakly to elements * and y, respectively, as k ap-

proaches zero.  For elements Xk and y& of these sequences, /(**)—>!  and

/(y*)->l as k->0. Thus/(*)=/(y) = l. Since

and lá||y

\Fixk)\£

= 1, it follows that 1 g||*||

P|| = 1 and F(x) = ||*||, thenIf F is a linear functional for which

*i||=l. Hence F(*)^l and ||*||^1. Likewise ||y||^l. Therefore

||x|| =||y|| = 1, and/ takes on its maximum in the unit sphere at both * and y.

But g(x) ^0 and h(x) g0, while g(y) ^0 and A(y) ̂ 0. Thus *=y is possible

only if g(x) =g(y)=h(x)=h(y)=0, and hence only if |/(*)+Ai[g(*)+A(*)]|

'= 11/11. But this would contradict ||/+Ai(g+A)|| <||/||. Since xy±y,f takes on

its maximum in the unit sphere at two distinct points and orthogonality is

not left-unique in T (see Theorem 5.2). Therefore orthogonality is right-

unique in T' if it is left-unique in T.

Definition 5.3. A normed linear space T is regular (or reflexive) if and
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only if for every linear functional F defined over the conjugate space T' there

is an element x0 of T such that F(f) =/(x0) for all elements/ of T'.

If the unit sphere of a normed linear space is weakly compact, then each

linear functional defined in the space attains its maximum in the unit sphere.

It is then possible to combine Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. However, it is known

that the unit sphere of a regular Banach space is weakly compact [10, Theo-

rem l]. This is a stronger assumption than weak compactness, but is not

greatly different since a separable Banach space is regular if its unit sphere is

weakly compact [2, p. 189, Theorem 13].

Theorem 5.5. If a Banach space T is regular, or if the unit sphere of T is

weakly compact, then orthogonality is left-unique in T' if and only if it is right-

unique in T, and it is right-unique in T' if and only if it is left-unique in T.

Definition 5.4. A normed linear space is uniformly convex if and only if

for each e>0 there is a number 5>0 for which ||x|| =||y|| =1 and ||x — y|| >e

imply ||*+y|| <2 — 8.
It is known that a uniformly convex Banach space is regular ([16, Theo-

rem 2] or [17]). However, a uniformly convex space is clearly strictly convex,

which implies that orthogonality is left-unique.

Theorem 5.6. If a Banach space T is uniformly convex, then orthogonality

is left-unique in T and right-unique in T', and it is left-unique in T' if and only

if it is right-unique in T.

It is known that if a linear functional/ is defined over a linear subset 5

of a normed linear space T, then/ can be extended to all of T without increas-

ing its norm [2, p. 55, Theorem 2]. Thus for any element x0 of T there is at

least one linear functional g defined over T and with ||g|| =1 and g(x0) = l-

Clearly this functional g is unique if for any linear functional / defined on a

linear subset of T there is only one such extension of / to all of T. This con-

dition therefore also implies that for each element x0 there is a hyperplane

tangent to the sphere ||x|| ^||*o|| at xo, that the norm of T is Gateaux differ-

entiable, and that orthogonality is right-unique in T (see Theorems 4.2, 5.1).

Taylor has shown [21, Theorem 6] that if T' is strictly convex, then there

is a unique norm-preserving extension for any linear functional defined on a

linear subset of T(10). If every linear functional defined on T attains its maxi-

mum in the unit sphere and orthogonality is right-unique in T, then T' is

strictly convex (Theorem 5.3), and hence there is only one extension for any

linear functional / defined on a linear subset of T which doesn't increase the

norm of / This argument is equivalent to the proof given below in terms of

orthogonality :

(I0) An equivalent condition is that orthogonality be left-unique in T', or that no support-

ing hyperplane of the unit sphere S' of T' contain more than one boundary point of S' (Theo-

rems 4.3 and 5.2).
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Theorem 5.7. If every linear functional defined over a normed linear space T

attains its maximum in the unit sphere, or if the unit sphere of T is weakly com-

pact, or if T is regular or uniformly convex, then each of the following equivalent

conditions is necessary and sufficient for there to be a unique norm-preserving

extension over T of any linear functional defined on a linear subset of T(n) :

(1) Orthogonality is right-unique (or additive) in T.

(2) The norm of T is Gateaux differentiable.

(3) For any element xo of T there is a unique linear functional f with ||/|| =1

c«á/(x0)=||xo||.

(4) There is a tangent hyperplane at each boundary point of any sphere.

Proof. As noted above, it is known that if a normed linear space T is uni"

formly convex or regular, or if its unit sphere is weakly compact, then every

linear functional defined over T attains its maximum in the unit sphere. Sup-

pose that for a linear subset 5 of T there is a linear functional / defined over S

which has two nonequal extensions Fand G to all of T, both of which have the

samenormas/.Then||F+A(F-G)||=||F||andlG+A(F-G)||=||G||forallA,

and FA.F-G and GA.F-G. Hence ||Z+G|| =2| \f\\ = 2||G|| (Theorem 2.3). If
|F(x)+G(x)| =||Z+G|| and ||x||=l, then | F(x) =\\f\\ and |G(x)| =||G|| and
condition (3) is not satisfied. But (l)-(4) are equivalent (Theorems 4.2 and

5.1), and (3) is clearly a necessary condition for the uniqueness of the norm-

preserving extension of any linear functional defined on a linear subset of T.

6. Existence of inner products in normed linear spaces. Jordan and Neu-

mann [12] have shown that a normed linear space is abstract Euclidean if

and only if ||*+y||2+||x —y||2 = 2[||x||2+||y||2] for all x and y, while Ficken

[5] has shown that an equivalent condition is that ||ox+y|| = ||x+ay|| for all a

and x and y with ||x|| =||y||. These conditions were used in showing that if

orthogonality as defined by either of the conditions ||x+y|| =||x —y|| or

||x||2+||y||2 = ||x—y||2 is either additive or homogeneous in a normed linear

space T, then T is an abstract Euclidean space(12). These types of orthogonal-

ity are symmetric in any normed linear space, while that used in this paper

is not.

Birkhoff [3] has shown that a normed linear space of three or more dimen-

sions is abstract Euclidean if and only if orthogonality (Definition 1.2) is

symmetric and unique, and that this is not true for spaces of two dimensions.

It has been shown that orthogonality is right-unique if and only if it is addi-

tive (Theorem 4.2), and that it is left-unique if and only if the space is strictly

convex (Theorem 4.3). Thus Birkhoff's theorem can be extended to give the

following:

Theorem 6.1. Each of the following conditions is necessary and sufficient for

fu) This is similar to Taylor's theorem [21, Theorem 4], but is stronger in not assuming

that the unit sphere of T is weakly compact.

(12) See [11, Theorems 4.7-1.8, and 5.2-5.3].
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a normed linear space T of three or more dimensions to be an abstract Euclidean 
space: 

(1) That orthogonality be symmetric and additive in T. 
(2) That T be strictly convex and orthogonality be symmetric in T(18). 

If T is a linear subset of the space C of continuous functions, then a neces-
sary and sufficient condition for orthogonality to be right-unique in T is 
that, for any elementsf and g, glf have the same value at all points for which 
\f\ is maximum(14). This is equivalent to the condition that g(a) = 0 for all 
numbers a for which \f\ is maximum if it is zero for one such number, and is 
also equivalent to the condition thatf.lg if and only if g(a) =Ofor all numbers 
a for which \f\ is maximum (Theorem 4.6). 

COROLLARY 6.1. If T is a linear subset of C and is of three or more dimen-
sions, then T is an abstract Euclidean space if and only if for any nonzero ele-
ments f and g of T it follows from g = 0 at one point for which \f/ is maximum 
that g = 0 at all such points, and that f = 0 at all points for which \ g is maximum. 

If S is any two-dimensional linear subset of a space T satisfying the 
conditions of Corollary 6.1, then S is an abstract Euclidean space and is 
hence equivalent to the space of functions of the formf=a sin x+b cos x in 
(0, '11"). However, a. two-dimensional linear subset T of C satisfying the condi-
tions of Corollary 6.1 is not necessarily abstract Euclidean. 

If the Gateaux differential N(x; y) of the norm exist for nonzero elements 
x of a normed linear space T, then x.ly if and only if N(x; y) =0 (Theorem 
4.1) and orthogonality is symmetric if and only if N(x; y) =0 implies N(y; x) 
=0 for nonzero elements x and y. However, N+(x; y) =lim"++o[l\x+hyl\ 
-l\xl\lIh exists for all elements x and y of a normed linear space, and. it has 
been shown that orthogonality is symmetric and right-unique in a normed 
linear space if and only if N+(y, x) =0 for any nonzero elements x and y 
satisfying N+(x; y) =0 (Theorem 3.5). 

THEOREM 6.2. A normed linear space of three or more dimensions is an ab-
stract Euclidean space if and only if N +(y; x) = 0 for any nonzero elements x 
and y satisfying N+(x; y) =0. 

Since symmetry of orthogonality implies the equivalence of right- and 

(13) Fortet has shown that "normal projection" on a closed linear subset of B is a continuous 
operation and that the set of all elements orthogonal to a given element of B is a closed linear 
set if B is a uniformly convex Banach space in which orthogonality is symmetric [7, Theorem II 
and p. 45 J. Since uniform convexity implies strict convexity, his results follow easily from Theo-
rem 6.1. Added in proof: A theorem (as yet unpublished) has been established to the effect that 
abstract Euclidean spaces of three or more dimensions can be characterized by symmetry of 
orthogonality. The assumption of additivity or of strict convexity in Theorem 6.1 is therefore 
unnecessary. 

t14) See t7) of §4. 
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left-uniqueness and hence of strict convexity and differentiability of the norm,

it is interesting to consider whether orthogonality is symmetric in a strictly

convex space whose norm is differentiable. Suppose T is a finite-dimensional

normed linear space, and that a representation of T in an ordinary Euclidean

space E of the same number of dimensions has been constructed by means of

a bilinear homeomorphism between T and E. Let S be the pseudo-sphere in E

which consists of all points corresponding to elements of T whose norm is

unity. Then T is strictly convex (or orthogonality is left-unique) if and only

if no supporting hyperplane of 5 has more than one point of contact (Theorem

5.2). Also, the norm of T is differentiable (or orthogonality is right-unique)

if and only if .S has a tangent hyperplane at each point (Theorem 5.1). Clearly

the convexity and symmetry of 5 can be preserved and these conditions for

uniqueness met without satisfying the condition for symmetry of orthogonal-

ity: that a line drawn through the origin parallel to a tangent hyperplane at

any point p of S cut S in points at which the tangent hyperplane is parallel

to the diameter through p.

The conditions given above for the existence of an inner product are not

sufficient for two-dimensional spaces, but the following theorems give con-

ditions not dependent on the dimension of the space. The first of these makes

use of orthogonality concepts only in the method of proof, and is similar to

Ficken'scondition [5] that ||x+oy|| =||ax+y|| if ||x|| =||y||.

Lemma 6.1. If for a normed linear space T limn^0o[||«*+y|| — ||*+wy|| ] = 0

whenever ||x|| =||y||, then orthogonality is symmetric, additive, and unique in T

and xA-ax+y and yA.by+x imply a||x||2 = &||y||2.

Proof. Let x and y be elements of T, A and B be the algebraically smallest

and largest of the numbers a for which X-Lax+y, and A' and B' be the alge-

braically smallest and largest of the numbers b for which yA-by+x. If

lim„..tc||«x+y|| —||x+«y|| =0 whenever ||x|| =||y||, then it follows from Theo-

rem 3.1 that

lim [||»x + y|| — ||»*||] = Um [||x + «y|| — ||wy||],
n—» « n—* «

whenever ||x|| = ||y||, and that A = A'. Likewise, ||x|| = ||y|| implies

limn^oofHwx — y|| —||«x||] =limB^.00[||x — «y|| — ||«y|| ], and that B=B'. If xJ_y

and ||x | =||y||, then clearly A =0 = Z3 and ^4' = 0 = 5'. That y_Lx now follows

from Lemma 3.1. Since orthogonality is homogeneous, there was no loss of

generality in assuming ||x|| =||y||. It has thus been shown that orthogonality

is symmetric in any normed linear space for which ||*||=||y|| implies

lim„..00||wx+y|| — ||x+wy|| =0. Now suppose orthogonality is not unique in

such a space. From symmetry, there are then elements x and y with ||x|| = ||y|[

and a positive number e for which X-Lax+y and ax+yA.x if |a| <e (Lemma

3.1). It now follows from Theorem 2.3 that ||ax+y|| =||y|| =||*|| if |a| <«•

Hence
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lim [||m* + (ax + y)|| — ||* + n(ax + y)|| ] = 0
n—*oo

if |a| <e. But ||*-f-»(a*+y)|| =||(l+«a)*+«y|| =||«y| if « is large enough

that | (l+«a)/«| <e. Also, limB^.0O[||w* + (o*-|-y)|| — ||»*+y|| ] = o||*|| [U,

Lemma 4.4]. Thus

lim [||m* + (ax + y)\\ — ||* + n(ax + y)\\] = lim [||w* + y|| — ||«y||] + a||*||,

and clearly can not be zero for all values of a with | a| <e. Hence orthogonal-

ity is unique in T. Additivity of the orthogonality follows from Theorem 4.2.

It has thus been shown that if ||*|| =||y|| implies lim„_00[||»*-|-y|| — ||*+«y||]

= 0, then it also implies A =A' and B=B', and because of the uniqueness

just proved, A =B=A' =B'. Thus x±.ax+y implies y_Lay+* if ||*||=||y||-

If ||*|| 5^||y||, take r such that ||r*|| =||y||. If *JLa*+y and yliby+x, it follows

from the homogeneity of orthogonality that rx±ia/r)irx)+y and y_L(&r)y

+rx. Then a/r = br, or a||*||2 = ö||y||2.

Theorem 6.3. A normed linear space T is an abstract Euclidean space if and

only if limn^x\\nx+y\\ —||*+»y|| =0 whenever \\x\\ =||y||.

Proof. Define the inner product (*, y) as —a||*||2, where xl.ax+y. This

value of the inner product is unique because of Lemma 6.1, and it is only nec-

essary to show that it satisfies the conditions of Definition 1.1 :

(1) itx, y) =/(*, y). If x±ax+y, and ty±0, then txl.(a/t)itx)+ y because of

the homogeneity of orthogonality. Thus itx, y) = — ia/t)\\tx\\2= — a¿||x||2

= /(*, y). If t = 0, the proof is trivial.

(2) (*, y) = (y, *). If xLax+y, and y_L&y+*, then (*, y) = — a||*||2 and

(y, *) = — ¿>||y||2. These are equal by Lemma 6.1.

(3) (*, y) + ix, z) = (*, y+z). Suppose *_La*+y and xlibx+z. Then

xA-ia+b)x + iy+z) because of the additivity given by Lemma 6.1. Hence

(*, y) = —a||*||2, (*, z) = —è||*||2, and (*, y+z) — — (ö-r-ö)||*||2.

(4) (*, *) =||*||2. This is immediate from *_L( — 1)*+*-

Conversely, it follows from the definition of an inner product that for ab-

stract Euclidean spaces ||«*+y||2 = «2(*, *) + 2«(*, y) + iy, y) and ||*+wy|r

= (*, *)+2w(*, y)+n2iy, y). If ||*||=||y||, or (*, *) = (y, y), then ||»*+y||

= ||*+«y|| for all «.

It has been shown (Theorem 3.5) that orthogonality is symmetric and

unique in a normed linear space if 7V+(y ; *) = 0 for any nonzero elements * and

y satisfying N+ix; y) =0. This condition can be satisfied in a normed linear

space of three or more dimensions if and only if the space is abstract Euclid-

ean (Theorem 6.2). It is possible to strengthen this and get a condition analo-

gous to that of Theorem 6.3, valid for spaces of any number of dimensions.

Theorem 6.4. A normed linear space T is an abstract Euclidean space if

and only if N+ix; \\x\\y) =N+iy; \\y\\x) for all elements * and y.
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Proof. Since N+(x; y) =limnJ.+0[||x+Ay|| — ||x|| ]/h, it follows that

w+(*;||*||y) - w+iyHHI*)

= linrll(*+Ay||*||)||-l|x|¡     H(y+A*||y||)||-||y||
*-»+o La a

= lim r||(*||y|| + Ay||x||)||-||(y||x||+Ax||y||)||

»-♦+0 L h

= lim [||«(x||y||) + (y||*||)|| - ||(*||y||) + w(y||*||)||].
»-.00

But by Theorem 6.3 this is zero if and only if the space is abstract Euclidean.

7. Existence of elements orthogonal to given linear subsets of normed

linear spaces. It was shown that for any x there is a hyperplane H with

xA-H, the proof depending on the fact that for any x there is a linear functional

/ with/(x) =||/|| -llxll (Theorem 2.2). There is an analogous relation between

the existence of elements orthogonal to given closed linear subsets and the

existence of elements x with |/(x) | =||/|| -11*11 for given linear functionals/.

Theorem 7.1. A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist an element

orthogonal to each closed linear subset of a normed linear space T is that for each

linear functional f defined in T there is an element x withf(x) = \\f\\ ■ \\x\\.

Proof. If ll/ll 5^0, then the set ZZ of elements for which/ = Ois a closed linear

subset. It follows from Theorem 2.1 that any element x orthogonal to this

set is such that |/(x)| =||/|| -11*11. Conversely, suppose H is any closed linear

subset of T. Define the functional Fas being zero for elements of H and unity

for some element xo not in H. This functional is clearly additive over the space

obtained by adjoining x0 to H, and its continuity follows from H being closed.

There is then a linear functional / defined over T and such that f(x) = F(x)

for all x for which Fis defined [2, p. 55, Theorem 2]. If there is an element x

for which/(x)= ||/|| -||x||, then xJ-ZZ (Theorem 2.1).

For any linear functional/defined in an abstract Euclidean space E, there

is a unique element * with ||x|| = 1 and/(x) =||/||, and for any closed linear

subset H in E there is an element xiJZ [13, pp. 11-12 and Theorem 16]. For

a linear functional/defined in a normed linear space with a weakly compact

unit sphere there is an element x for which/(x) =||/|| -||x|| [15, pp. 129—130].

This is equivalent to the following theorem.

Theorem 7.2. If the unit sphere of a normed linear space T is weakly com-

pact, then for each closed linear subset H of T there is at least one element x for

which x A.H.

Definition 7.1. A functional/(x; y) is the Frêchet differential of a func-

tional/defined on a normed linear space T if and only if/(*; y) is linear in y

and for any e>0 there is a positive number 8, independent of y, for which
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/(* + Ay) - /(*) [
-:-/(*; y)  < e\\y\\

h I

if | A | < 5; fix; y) is a uniform Fréchet differential if the number 5 can be chosen

independently of * for ||*|| =1.

It is known that a Banach space is regular if its norm is uniformly Fréchet

differentiable [20, p. 648], while the unit sphere of a regular Banach space is

weakly compact [10, Theorem l]. Thus either of these conditions could be

used in placeof theweak compactnessof Theorem 7.2. Fréchet differentiability

of the norm has the added advantage of implying Gateaux differentiability,

which will be directly or implicitly needed in the evaluation of linear functionals.

Theorem 7.3. If the Banach space B is regular, or if the norm of B is uni-

formly Fréchet differentiable, then for each closed linear subset H of B there is at

least one element xfor which xJ-H. If f is a linear functional defined in B, then

there is at least one element xfor which fix) = ||/|| • ||*||.

It is known that a uniformly convex Banach space is regular [16, Theorem

2]. Furthermore, a uniformly convex space is clearly strictly convex, and

hence for a linear functional / defined in a uniformly convex Banach space B

there is not more than one element * with ||*|| =1 and/(*) =||/|| [19, Theo-

rem 6]. Therefore there is not more than one element on a given side of a

hyperplane U through the origin and orthogonal to H, and Theorem 7.3 be-

comes^6):

Theorem 7.4. If a Banach space B is uniformly convex, then on each side of

a hyperplane H through the origin there is a unique element x with ||*|| =1 and

X-LH. If f is a linear functional defined on B, then there is a unique element

x with ||*|| =1 and fix) =||/||.

8. General forms for linear functionals. If / is a linear functional defined

in a complete abstract Euclidean space, then there is one and only one ele-

ment *o such that/(y) = (*0, y), where (*0, y) is the inner product of *0 and y

[13, Theorem 11 ]. Then/(*0) =]]/|| "||*o||, and/ takes on its maximum in the

unit sphere only at the point *o/||*o||. while *o is orthogonal to the hyperplane

71 of all A satisfying (*0, A) =0. Also, for abstract Euclidean spaces,

at, ^        (*°> y) II     II
Nix°' y>= h m = - alNl>

INI
where 7V(*0; y) is the Gateaux differential of the norm at *0 and *0-La*o+y

(Theorem 4.1). Thus for any linear functional/with ||/|| = 1 there is a unique

(u) See the discussion preceding Theorem 5.2. Two points are on the same side of a hyper-

plane if if the line joining them does not intersect H. Theorem 7.4 would also follow from a theo-

rem of Fortet [7, Theorem 1 ].
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element x0 for which/(y) is identically equal to iV(xo; y), (x0, y)/||*o||» or

-o||x„||.

If there is at least one element orthogonal to any given closed linear sub-

set of a normed linear space, then for any linear functional / with ||/|| =1

there is an element x with/(x) = 1 and ||x|| =1 (Theorem 7.1). If there is no

hyperplane H through the origin with two linearly independent elements

orthogonal to H, then this element x is unique. But if no element is orthogonal

to more than one hyperplane through the origin, then orthogonality is addi-

tive and x_Lax+y implies/(ax+y) =0:

Theorem 8.1. If there is at least one element orthogonal to any given closed

linear subset of a normed linear space T and no element of T is orthogonal to

more than one hyperplane through the origin, then for a linear functional f de-

fined in T and with \\f\\ = 1 there is at least one element xo such that

f(y) = — a||*o||,    where    xo A. ax0 + y.

There is only one such element xo having ||xo|| =1 if no two linearly independent

elements are orthogonal to the same hyperplane through the origin.

Equivalent conditions for the uniqueness of the element Xo with ||x0|| =1

and/(y) m —a||x0|| are: (1) that orthogonality be left-unique; (2) that no sup-

porting hyperplane of the unit sphere contain more than one boundary point;

and (3) that T be strictly convex (see Theorems 4.3 and 5.2).

If no element of T is orthogonal to more than one hyperplane through the

origin, then the norm of T is Gateaux differentiable (Theorems 4.1 and 5.1).

Thus any linear functional/ with f(y) = — a||xo||, as above, is also equal to

the differential N(x0; y). There is at least one element orthogonal to any closed

linear subset of a Banach space B if B is regular, or if the unit sphere of B

is weakly compact (Theorems 7.2-7.3). Thus either of these conditions could

have been used in Theorem 8.1 if F had been taken as a Banach space. How-

ever, it should be noted that they are equivalent, since a Banach space is regu-

lar if its unit sphere is weakly compact and its norm is differentiable [19,

Theorem 10], while the unit sphere of a regular Banach space is weakly com-

pact [10, Theorem l].

Uniform Fréchet differentiability of the norm is a stronger condition,

which also implies that there is at least one element orthogonal to any given

closed linear subset (Theorem 7.3). Hence if the norm of a Banach space is

uniformly Fréchet differentiable, then for a linear functional f with ||/|| = 1 there

is at least one element x0 such that f(y)=N(x0; y) = — a||*o||, where xo-Lax0+y

and N(xo ; y) is the differential of the norm at Xo-

If it is assumed that the space is uniformly convex, then the uniqueness

of Xo follows from the resulting strict convexity and Theorem 7.4.

Theorem 8.2. If B is a uniformly convex Banach space whose norm is

Gateaux differentiable at all nonzero points, then for a linear functional f with
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11/11 = 1 there is one and only one element *o such that ||*0|| = 1 andf(y) = N(xo; y)

= —a, where *o-La*o+y and 7Y(*0; y) is the differential of the norm at *0.

It is known that the conclusion of Theorem 8.2 is valid in abstract Euclid-

ean spaces [13, Theorem 11], as would also follow from the fact that an ab-

stract Euclidean space is uniformly convex and its norm is differentiable.

However, it is possible for a normed linear space to satisfy the conditions of

Theorem 8.2 without being abstract Euclidean. This is shown by the following

examples, which also furnish illustrations of other principles of orthogonality.

Example 8.1. Consider the Banach space Z(r) (r^l) of all sequences

* = (*i, *2, • • • ) for which Si-i|*<|r is convergent, where ||*||,=X)i-i|*»lr-

Any linear functional / with ||/|| = 1 defined in /(1) can be written in the

G|  is 1  [2, p. 67].

implies CiXi= \xi\

form f(y) =¿2?- idy*, where the least upper bound of

Since ||*||=ZXi|*<| if xGla), it follows that /(*) =||* |
for each i. Hence any linear functional/ defined in /(1) and having [|/|| = 1 and

/(*) =||*|| is of the form

xi^O      £. li—o

f(y)= 12 f—t y * + zZ c<y¿,t  I m I i
where | C,-| ^1 for each i. For any such linear functional /, the set of ele-

ments y satisfying f(y) = 1 is a supporting hyperplane of the unit sphere at

the point */||*|| (see Definition 5.1 and the following discussion). It follows

from Theorem 2.1 that X-Lax+y if and only if for each i for which *, = 0

a number d with | C,| ;S1 can be chosen such that f(ax+y) =a||*||

+THtm(xi/\xi\ )yi+2Zii=°Ciyi = 0, or if and only if

Z t—y y* - T, I vA oí - a|| *|| g X) ]—r yi + zZ I y< I ■
i      I  *» [ i i      j  Xi I i

Thus orthogonality is right-unique, or additive, atan element * = (xi,x2, ■ ■ ■)

of the space ¿(1) if and only if *<?i0 for any i. This condition is also necessary

and sufficient for the existence of a tangent hyperplane at the point */||*||

of the unit sphere (Theorem 5.1), and for the existence of the Gateaux differ-

ential of the nprm at *, it following from (6) of §3 that

N+(x; y) = zZ I—i" Vi + 22 I y* I   and N_(x; y) - jj -j—f y> - z2 \ vA-
»       I  *i j i i       I   Xi I i

If r>l, then any linear functional/ defined in Ur) and having ||/|| = 1 is

of the form [2, p. 68]

00 00

f

fiy) = zZ dyi,   where    2 I d I* = ^    an(i    s =-'
<_i <-i r — I

If C,=*j|*,-|r-2/||*||r-1, then/(*)=||*||. It will follow that these are the only
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possible values of C,- for which /(x)=||x|| if it is shown that orthogonality

is right-unique, since there could then only be one linear functional / with

||/||=1 and/(x)=||x|| (Theorem 5.1)(16).

By definition, xJ_y if and only if

||* + Ay|| - ||«|| = i" £ | Xi + hyi |'l   ' - f" 2Z I H |r]   r = 0      for all A,

or £1-i[|*i+Ay¿|r — |xi|r] =0 for all h. Thus if xJ_y, then

*• + Ayi|r — | Xi |

,¡r¿i* + »»i'-i*Ha0.
»^+0 Lw A J

It can be shown by using the convergence of yi<1i|*i|r and £4"i|y»|r tr*at

this is equal to

~[\.      |*i+Ay¿|--|x,-lq        -
£   lim  -;-   = 2-sr\xAr2(xiyi).
¿=iL»-»+o h J       j_i

Hence x_Ly implies Xli-i|*<|r_2(*<y«') =0- Putting (ax+y) and — (ax+y) in

place of y in this shows that X-Lax+y implies a||x||''+£isL1|xi|r'_2(x,-y<) =0,

and hence that the number a for which xA.ax+y (Corollary 2.2) is unique.

Thus orthogonality is right-unique in /<r) (r > 1) and for any elements x and y

(**?<)r -   ^r'(«^)i  ,
* J- -  i. —nr— * +y-L ¿=i *r       J

It now follows that the above values of the numbers C,- are the only values

for which/(x) =||x||, and from this that there is a tangent hyperplane at each

boundary point of the unit sphere in l(r) (r > 1) and that the norm of Z(r) (r > 1)

is Gateaux differentiable [Theorems 4.1 and 5.1]. If this differential of the

norm is N(x; y), then

"   | *¿|r-2(*,-y.)

f(y) = #(*; y) - £      ,  „V

is the only linear functional with ||/|| =1 and/(x) =||x||. It is clear from this

that for any linear functional / defined in /(r) (r>l) there is one and only one

element x with ||x|| =1 and/(x) =||x||. Thus no supporting hyperplane of any

sphere S of /(r) (r > 1) contains more than one boundary point of 5, orthogonal-

ity is left-unique, and Z(r) (r>l) is strictly convex (Theorems 4.3 and 5.2).

However, the space Z(r) (r > 1) is not only strictly convex, but is uniformly

convex [4]. By means of this fact, a proof of the general form of linear func-

tionals in ¿(r) (r>l) can be given by means of the theory of orthogonality:

(") That only one such linear functional/can exist for an element x of ¿(r> (r > 1) is shown by

Mazur [14, p. 79].
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Since it was shown above that the norm of Z(r) is Gateaux differentiable, it

follows from Theorem 8.2 that for any linear functional/with ||/|| = 1 there is

a unique element *o=(*i, x2, ■ ■ ■ ) with ||*0||=1 and f(y) = —a, where

*o-La*o+y. But because of the above evaluation of the number a, this is

fiy)= z2t>=i\xi\r~2ixiyi)- Thus every linear functional defined in Zw (r>l)

can be written in this form, or in the equivalent form below, if ||/|| = 1 :

00 CO

fiy) = z2 &yi,   where    ¿2 I c< I * = *    and    s =-7 "

Example 8.2. Consider the Banach space L(r) (r^l) of all functions de-

fined in (0, 1) whose rth power is Lebesque integrable, where ||/||r = /¿|/(0|r^-

The theory of orthogonality can be applied to such spaces in a way com-

pletely analogous to that of Example 8.1. If r = 1, then/i.a/+g if and only if

f ft*-Jl«l«*-4/ll*f ß*+fl.l dt,

where A and B are the sets of values of t for which/(/)?i0, and for which

/(/) =0, respectively. Thus

N+(f;g)=fr^rdt+f\g\dt    and    N-(f; g) =  {  £r dt -  f \ g\dt,
J A   I /| oJ b J A   | f\ J b

and the norm of i(1) is Gateaux differentiable at / if and only if B is of

measure zero.

By a method analogous to that of Example 8.1, it can be shown that

orthogonality is right-unique in Z<r) (r>l) and that(17)

/ L-[||/||-'J1|/lr-2(/^]/+?.    or    N(f; g) = WfW1-'f   | f\-2(fg)dt.

Thus the norm of L(r) is Gateaux differentiable. Since L(r) is uniformly con-

vex [4], it follows from Theorem 8.2 that if F is any linear functional defined

overL(r) and having ||f|| =1, then there is a unique element/o of L(r) for which

||/o|| = 1 and

P(8)= f \f°\r-Kfog)dt.

Thus every linear functional F defined in i(r) (r>l) and having ||f|| =1 is

of this form, or the equivalent form(18):

Fig) =  I    C(t)g(t)dt,    where       I    |C|*a7=l    and    î = --
Jo Jo r— 1

(17) This evaluation of N(f; g) is obtained by Mazur [15] in a different way.

(ls) This form for linear functionals in Z.(r) (r>l) is given by Banach [2, p. 64].
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